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Abstract. Estimates are obtained for the number of singular

points, which are not poles, lying on the unit circle of the complex

plane of a class of meromorphic functions which are represented by

C-fractions.

I. Introduction. Representations of functions in terms of continued

fractions. Given two sequences {an} and {¿'„} of functions of a complex

variable z, the continued fraction

a) b^+M¥r)
n.x\bn(z)/

is defined to be the sequence {An(z)IBn(z)}, where the nth approximant

An(z) = b £i(£)      a2(z) an(z)

Bn(z)       oi       bx(z) + b¿z) + ■ - + ¿>„(z)"

If A_x=l, A0=b0, B_1=0, and B0=l and proper choices are made for

arbitrary multiplicative constants, then the polynomials An and B„ satisfy

the second order linear difference equations

ps An(z) = bn(z)An_-x(z) + an(z)An_2(z),

Bn(z) = bn(z)Bn_,(z) + av(z)Bn-2iz).

Various representations of functions by classes of continued fractions

have been investigated. Most important are those methods which provide

for each formal power series expansion

(3) 1 + S cnz"
K = l

exactly one continued fraction which corresponds to the series. A continued

fraction (1) is said to correspond to a power series (3) if the power series

expansion of AJz)/Bn(z) agrees with (3) up to and including the term

cv(n)zv<"', where v(w)->-cc as «->-».
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The most recent are the F-fractions introduced by Magnus in [7] and

further developed by him in [8], [9] and [10]. They are of interest in par-

ticular because of their close relation to Padé tables. A continued fraction

(1) is a P-fraction if all a„(z)=l and the bn(z) are all polynomials in z_1.

The F-fractions were introduced by Thron [13] in 1948. These continued

fractions are of the form an(z)=z and bn(z)= 1 +dnz. They are of interest,

among other reasons, because in them the elements an(z) and bn(z) are

linear functions of z. This enables one to establish fairly general conver-

gence criteria for F-fractions. Recent work on F-fractions includes results

of Waadeland [16], [17], [18] on convergence of F-fraction expansions of

certain functions holomorphic in circular discs, as well as articles by Jones

and Thron [5], Jefferson [4] and Hag [3]. Jones and Thron give, among

other results, some theorems on the location of singular points of functions

represented by F-fractions all of whose elements dn are positive.

In 1939, Leighton and Scott [6] introduced the C-fraction, defined by

bn(z)= 1 and an(z)=-dJlzan, where the dn are nonzero complex constants and

the x„ are positive integers. Moduli of singular points of regular C-fractions

were investigated by the present authors [1]. A central problem in the area

of C-fractions is the conjecture of Leighton that meromorphic functions

represented by them have the unit circle as a natural boundary, provided

that a„—»co, and that the coefficients dn are suitably restricted, for ex-

ample by

(4) Iim(4|dn|)l/«- = l,
n-*oo

which would insure convergence of the C-fraction to a meromorphic

function for \z\ < 1. This conjecture led to a series of investigations by

Scott and Wall [11], Thron [14], [15], Singh and Thron [12] and Callas

and Thron [2] which give successively better approximations to the con-

jecture of Leighton.

In the present paper we give substantial improvement over the previous

best estimate [2] concerning the number of singular points lying on the

unit circle of a class of meromorphic functions represented by C-fractions.

II. Singularities of meromorphic functions defined on the unit disc. Since

we shall consider only C-fractions in the sequel, then in all cases bn(z)=l.

If (4) holds, then it follows from the Worpitzky criterion [19, p. 42] that

the C-fraction converges to a meromorphic function/for all z on the open

unit disc.

Let A{nm)*(z)IB(nm)*(z) he the «th approximant of the C-fraction (1), with

an(z) = \dm+n_x\zXm^"-1. Let er{,m| and T{nm) be the degrees of the poly-

nomials Anm\z) and B(nm)(z), respectively, where A{nm\z)jBnm)(z) is the nth

approximant of the C-fraction (1), with aK(z)=i/,n+n_1zIm+n-1. Let p^"0 be
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the maximum of the degrees of Anm)*(z) and Bnm)*iz). Then onm)^Pn'

and rlT^p^.
Further, let

n+l

(5) K = ft<?\       hlnm) = 2 av;

t'1' ,<"»>      ,•    •  ,. ,(m)
(6) k = k   , k     = hm inf kv   ,

v-*ac

and

(7) N = Nn),       iV(m, = lim sup N{™\
v-»oo

Using these definitions, the main result of this paper is stated as follows:

Theorem 1. For the C-fraction (1), let aniz)=dnza", where dn^0 are

all complex numbers and a„ are all positive integers. Suppose that there exists

a sequence of positive integers {«,,} such that N=0. Let condition (4) be

satisfied and suppose â:>0, defined by (6), is finite. Then the meromorphic

function f to which (1) converges on the unit disc has at least [(1 +k)¡k] + l

singular points, which are not poles, on the unit circle. Further, f cannot be

meromorphic on any arc of the unit circle of angular measure greater than

27r/c/(l +k) radians.

Remarks. Several sufficient conditions for the existence of sequences

{nv} which insure that N=0 are given in [2].

In comparing the above result with the previous best result, consider the

parameter k such that k< 10~2s, where j is the largest such positive integer.

An estimate of a lower bound for the number of singular points given in

[2] is then S, = 10*. However the result produced by Theorem 1 is the

estimate S2=\02s. Thus the present result gives the improvement S2=St.

Proof of Theorem 1. We start by stating two lemmas which are proved

in [2] and [12], respectively:

Lemma 2. Let the power series P(h)=2î10/7vm'v have radius of con-

vergence greater than l+£, where e>0. Define polynomials

B(z) = 2 bvz*   and   B*(z) = f |f>v| z\

Let

g(w) = P(w)B(4iw)) = 2 cnwn,
n=0

(to)

Am)

Am)

Am)
- Pnv

Nim) = nv — m + 2

I, (m) - p(z]
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where z=cj>(w) is holomorphic in a domain containing the closed disc | vv| _í

1+e, and such that

max |#(1 + e)ei9)\ = <f>(l + e) > 0.
0S8<2r

Then

MB^l+Jf)
|c„| =-,   where M = max |P(w)|.

(1 + e)n |w|=i+e

Lemma 3. If {nv} is a sequence such that N=0, then Nim)=0 and

k{m)=kforallm.

Before presenting four more lemmas to be used in the proof of Theorem

1, we shall define the auxiliary function <p as follows: Let R>1 and e>0.

Then <p(w, p)—w{l+D(w)p], where p is real, \w\^l+e<R, and

D(reie) - ux(r, 6) + iu2(r, 0),
with

uv(r,6) = ± rU(0Kv(r,6;R,0dt
2tt Jo

for v=l, 2, where

R2 — r2
Kx(r,6;R,0 =

K2(r,6;R,Q =

and

R2 + r2 - 2rR cos(0 - Q

2rR sin(9 - S)

R2 + r2- 2rR cos(0 - Q '

UU) = 1/(0) > 0, 0 g £Ú Ct.

= í/(0XÍ - So)/(Si - Co),       ti £ £ £ Co,

= -« - So)/(S2 - So), So ̂  S ís £,,

where r/(£)*l/(2ir-C) and U(Q=U(Z+2ir) for all £. Further, we require

that the values U(0) and £0 satisfy the relations

(8)    £0f/(0) = * - So   and   Ar£/(0) < 1 - d,       where 0 < ô < £/(0).

It is easy to see that D(w)=(D(w))~. Further, 9? is holomorphic in w on

the disc |iv|^l+£</? for any p. Note that cp(w, 0)=vt\ For notational con-

venience, in the sequel, we shall write ux=u and w2=i>.

Lemma 4.    Let <5>0. Then, for sufficiently small R>1,

|u(l + e, 6) - U(6)\ < ô

for all 0 such that 0^0 ^2tt and for any e such that 1 _ 1 + e<R.
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Proof. This lemma follows easily from the continuity of U on the

compact set 0_:ô_277, which implies that the Poisson integral u(r, 6)

satisfies \imr_^R u(r. 9)=[/(0) uniformly with respect to O_0_^77.

As consequences of this lemma, it is easy to see that D(l)=U(0) and

Z>(-1)=-1, where £>(l)=w(l,0) and D(-l)=t/(l, 77).

Lemma 5.   For all sufficiently small p>0,

max \q.((l + E)eie, P)\ = <p(\ + e, P)
0S9<2tr

for all e such that l^l+e^R^R.

Proof. For the moment let us assume, for all 0 such that 0^6<2ir,

that

(9) Re{D((l + e)eie)} = D(\ + e),

with equality only at 0=0. Then, for all e such that 1 +e^Rx<R and all

sufficiently small p, we can easily prove that

(10) 2 Re{D((l + e)eie)} + |D((l + e)e*°)\2p = 2D(\ + e) + D(l + e)2p

for all 6 on o-;_6>_27r—er, where <r>0. From the identity

^((1 + e)e<e, p)\2

- (1 + £)2{1 + 2 Re{D((l + e)e*)}p + \D((l + e)e»)\2p2}

it is clear that if we shew that (10) holds on the whole interval 0^6<27r,

then we will have proved the lemma, provided, of course, that we prove (9).

To show that (10) holds on the interval O_0<27r, we consider this

inequality in terms of u and v. Since we have assumed for the moment that

(9) holds, with equality only at 0=0, then

(ID    2 = pi V(i + £' ̂  - u(l +e,d)- «(1 + e, 0)1
(u(l + e, 0) — w(l + e,6) )

for 05^0. By Taylor expansion of «(1 +e, 0) and v(\ + e, 6) about 0=0, the

first term in the brackets of (11) becomes

2,e(i+£,or-+0(ex
-uee(l + e, 0)

provided uee(l +e, 0)^0. If wee(l +e, 0)t¿0, then p can be chosen so small

that the inequality (11) holds, and hence (10) holds for all 0 such that 0^

8<2tt. The inequality w99(l-r-£, 0)^0 can be established by first proving

the Riemann-Stieltjes integral representation

1    f2"

Z77 JO
uoeil + c, fl) = 7-      K,(l + e, 0; R, £) dU\Q.
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Then, for 0=0, it follows easily that K(Ci)>Kao)>K(C2), where K(Q=

Kx(l+e, 0; R, £), implies that uge(l+e, 0)<0.

To complete the proof of the lemma it suffices to show that (9) holds with

equality only at 0=0. This can be done by proving that «(1 +e, 0) is strictly

decreasing on O<0O and strictly increasing on 77<0<2tt, and that

ue(l + e, 0)=ue(l +e, 7r)=0. This completes the proof of the lemma.

Lemma6. Letl^l+e<Randu*e(ô-l,0),whereO<ô<min{l, U(0)}

and R = R(ô) is as in Lemma 4. Then there exists a unique 0*e(Si, S2) such

thatu(l+e,6*)=u*.

Proof. Lemma 4 implies that u(\+e, Ç2)<ô—1 and u(l+e, Si)>

U(0)—<5>0. Further, u*e(ô— 1, 0) implies that there exists a 0* such that

u(l+e, 6*)=u*. Uniqueness follows from the fact stated in Lemma 5 that

m(1 +£, 0) is strictly decreasing on the open interval (0, tt). Moreover, this

monotonicity property of u implies that S2>0*>Si- This concludes the

proof of the lemma.

Lemma 7. Let f be the meromorphic function to which the C-fraction (1)

converges. Define F by the composition F(w, p)=f(tp(w, p)), where tp(w, p),

as defined before, is holomorphic in w with p sufficiently small and R>1 such

that R—l is sufficiently small. Let A = tf(\+e, p)l(l+E). Assume that

F(w, p) is meromorphic for |h>|<1+6* and let 0<£<e*. Then l+e^A*,

where k is defined by (6).

Proof. The meromorphic function/may be written asf(z)=p(z)/q(z),

where p and q are holomorphic wherever/is meromorphic and p(0)=

q(0)—l. It is well known [12] that
,n+l       v

(12) p(z)Bn(z) - q(z)An(z) = (-1)«i[J dv)zh» + ■■■,
\v=i     '

where the omitted terms on the right are of degree higher than hn in z. Let

7Tn=riv¿Í dv, where the product is taken only over those factors for which

|í/v|>1. Let A'n(z)=An(z)liTn and B'n(z)=Bn(z)lTrn. Then the coefficients of

the polynomials A'n(z) and B'n(z) satisfy [12]

(13) |ain)| = 2"   and   \b\n)\ = 2"

for v^on and v_>„, respectively. Define the compositions P(w, p)=

p(<p(w, p)) and Q(w, p)=q(<p(w, p)). ThenF(0, p)=Q(0, p)=l, and F and

Q are holomorphic in w wherever F is meromorphic. The identity (12)

becomes, upon letting z=y(w, p),

P(w, p)B'n(<p(", /»)) - ß(w, P)A'ni<PÍ">, P))

(14) =(-ir(   fi   ¿vV"+---,
V=i;|iiv|ai    /
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where the omitted terms are of higher degree than hn in vr. Let P and Q have

power series expansions

Piw, p) = i + S py an<* ö(w, p) = i + 2 <?vwv.
v=l v=l

Then both these series have radii of convergence greater than 1+c. By

Lemmas 2 and 5, if

and

P(w, p)B'n(<p(w, p)) = J clfl,wv
v=0

Q(w, p)A'„(<p(w, p)) = J e[nV,

then

,.<*    . (»), ^ A^iB;(y(l + e, p)) , (n)| ^ M2/i;(y(l + e, p))
(15) cv     S-   and     ev     <-,

(1 + e)v (1 + ey

for v=0, 1, 2, • • • , where

M1 = max \P(w, p)|   and   M2 = max |ß(w, p)|
|w|-l+£ |w|=-l+e

and A'ñiz) and 5^'(z) are the polynomials obtained from A'n(z) and B'n(z),

respectively, where each coefficient is replaced by its modulus. Let M=

maxlAf,, M2}. Then it follows from the identity (14), by using the esti-

mates (13) and (15), that

ff  y ^ 2"+lM H1 + £)A}P"+1
-¿¿«i (1 + «)*" (1+ e)A - 1"

In a similar manner for the C-fraction (1), with an(z)=dm+n_1zXm-i-"-1, where

the dv satisfy (4), then, for fixed arbitrary r\ such that 0<r?<l and

sufficiently large m depending on r¡,

<16>      4«-to+2   =    11    Kl=(1  . ^¿-'   n , pVv     i  '
4 v-m;|rfv|Êi (1  + e) "        (1 + £)Z\ — 1

Let {nv} be the sequence in Lemma 3, then k=k{m) and Nim)=0 for all m.

Taking the ih1^—pn™})th roots of the extreme members of the inequalities

(16) and letting v-*co, we get (1 — ry)1+*^ A*/(l +s). Since r¡>0 is arbitrary,

the lemma is proved.

The proof of Theorem 1 now shall be completed in two steps. First, an

arc T on the unit circle will be found which is not free of singular points of

the function/ Second, we shall calculate the angular measure of the arc T

to be 2Trk¡ik + l) radians. Then the theorem follows easily by a rotation
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argument which proves that no arc of that angular measure is free of

singular points.

Let e>0 be the largest value for which F(w, p) is meromorphic on the

open disc |w|<l+£, then l+e^{l+D(l+e)p}k. Hence k~xe+T(e)<

D(l+e)p, where F(0)=0 and T(e)¡s—0 as £^0. Define p=X(e) =

(k-xs+T(e))¡D(l+e). Then X'(0)=l/kD(l)>0. Let p*=X*(e) such that

X* is a twice continuously differentiable function, X'(0)=X*'(0), and

X(e)>X*(e) in a neighborhood of £=0. Then, for all £>0 in this neighbor-

hood,
1 + £ = {1 + D(l + e)P}k >{l+ D(l + e)P*f.

Hence, for any sufficiently small e>0, F(w, p*) cannot be meromorphic

on the open disc |iv|<l+£. Since <p(w, p*) is holomorphic on |iv|<l+£,

then the singular points of F(w, p*) in the region |ir|_T-|-£ are caused by

the singular points of the function/in the image region <p(G, p*), where

C7={vv:|hí_T-|-£}. Since/has no singular points, other than poles, on the

unit disc V, then its singularities lie in the crescent-shaped region <p(G, p*)—

V, assuming that there is just one intersection point of the image of the

boundary of G with the unit circle in the upper half plane. As £->0, this

crescent-shaped region contracts to an arc Y on the unit circle, which is

symmetric about the point z=l. Therefore, there is at least one singular

point of/on the arc T.

In calculating the angular measure of this arc Y, for sufficiently small

s>0, let 6(e) satisfy the equation

(17) W((\ + e)eieU), X*(e))\ = 1,

where 0(e)>O is taken as the smallest such solution. That such a solution

exists follows from the intermediate value theorem and the inequalities

(18) -I <<p(-(l+ £), X*(e)) < 1 < <p(l + £, X*(e)).

Conditions which imply that (18) hold are the following: The equality

£>(— 1)= — 1 implies that the left-most inequality of (18) holds. Further,

since we shall require that 1— kU(0)>0 be arbitrarily small in the sequel,

then the middle inequality of (18) will be satisfied also. The right-most

inequality of (18) holds without conditions beyond the requirement that

k>0.
By implicit differentiation of the squared members of the defining relation

(17) of 0(e) with respect to £, we get, upon letting s-*0, the necessary

condition u(\, 0O)=-Â:F>(1). Let u* = -kD(l)<0. Since D(l)=U(0),

then the condition — kU(0)>o— 1 (see (8)) implies that u*>6— 1. Hence

0O exists, and, by Lemma 6, 0ois unique and satisfies Sx<0o<S2- Therefore,

by a continuity argument, for sufficiently small £>0, (17) has a unique

solution 0(e).
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Let ?i=l— kU(0). Then 0<<3<A, where <3 is the modulus of uniform

convergence arbitrarily specified in Lemma 4. Solving for £0 in the equation

of (8) gives £0=7i7(t/(0)-t-l). Then, using the definition of X above,

£„=£77/(1 +k—/.). Since ó>0 is arbitrary and À may be chosen as small as

we please such that 6<X and C¡~íx ma> De taken as small as we please,

then 60!*zTTkj(k+\) with any degree of accuracy desired.

Hence the angular measure of the arc T is 277rc/(ri+l), since by letting

é>«>(9(t» be theimage of H>*(l+e)ew(e'under the transformation (p(w,X*(s)),

then the fact that limE_^0 <p(w, X*(e))=w uniformly on |»!•!</?! implies that

lim£^0 y(0(g))=0o (mod 2»r). This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
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